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ABSTRACT: Increasing tornado warning skill in terms of the probability of detection and false-alarm ratio remains an

important operational goal. Although many studies have examined tornado warning performance in a broad sense, less focus

has been placed onwarning performance within subdaily convective events. In this study, we use the NWS tornado verification

database to examine tornadowarning performance by order-of-tornadowithin each convective day.We combine this database

with tornado reports to relate warning performance to environmental characteristics. On convective days with multiple

tornadoes, the first tornado is warned significantly less often than the middle and last tornadoes. More favorable kinematic

environmental characteristics, like increasing 0–1-km shear and storm-relative helicity, are associated with better warning

performance related to the first tornado of the convective day. Thermodynamic and composite parameters are less correlated

with warning performance. During tornadic events, over one-half of false alarms occur after the last tornado of the day decays,

and false alarms are 2 times as likely to be issued during this time as before the first tornado forms. These results indicate that

forecasters may be better ‘‘primed’’ (or more prepared) to issue warnings on middle and last tornadoes of the day and must

overcome a higher threshold to warn on the first tornado of the day. To overcome this challenge, using kinematic environ-

mental characteristics and intermediate products on the watch-to-warning scale may help.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: This study examines the performance of tornado warnings during past severe

weather events in an effort to better understand forecasting strengths and weaknesses. On days with multiple tornadoes,

we find that the first tornado of the day is less likely to be warned and that, if it is warned, it has less lead time than the

other tornadoes on the same day. Furthermore, there are some environmental factors (such as bulk wind shear) that

influence the likelihood that the first tornado is warned. This study helps forecasters to understand which environmental

traits may be more useful for better anticipating the first tornado of the day.
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1. Introduction and background

Tornado warnings are one of the most well-known and

well-studied products from the National Weather Service

(NWS). Because of their time-sensitive nature and high cost

associated with missed events, much work has gone into

understanding tornado warning performance. In general,

lead time has remained the same since the mid-1980s while

probability of detection (POD) increased until around 2000,

when it leveled out just under 70% until it began to decrease

slightly in 2012 (Erickson and Brooks 2006; NOAA/NWS

2007; Brooks and Correia 2018).

Although there have been numerous studies that investi-

gate overall tornado warning performance, many questions

remain about how performance may vary by situational dif-

ferences. Brotzge and Erickson (2009) stated that providing

advanced warning on the first tornado of the day remains a

difficult challenge. Using a dataset of tornado warnings from

2000 to 2004, Brotzge and Erickson (2010) found that the skill

for warning the first tornado of the day is similar to the skill

at warning isolated tornadoes. Similarly, another study found

that the first tornado of the day has lower lead time than other

tornadoes on the same day (Bieringer and Ray 1996), although

the dataset was more limited (,600 tornadoes). Andra et al.

(2002) reached a similar conclusion in their overview of

warning operations during the prolific 3 May 1999 tornado

outbreak in central Oklahoma; the lead time for the first

tornado of the first storm of the day was 4 mins (see their

Fig. 5) whereas the median lead time for all tornadoes during

the outbreak was around 23 mins. Multiple studies have

found that the more tornadoes that occur on a given day, the

higher the POD generally is (Brotzge and Erickson 2009;

Anderson-Frey et al. 2018). These differences in performance

are likely due to a combination of factors, from formal

warning thresholds to the priming of warning forecasters to

issue tornado warnings in more potent environments.

In addition to tornadoes being easier to warn on higher

impact days, studies have also shown that certain environ-

mental characteristics are related to warning performance.

Guillot et al. (2008) found that forecast skill is related to storm

type, with supercells and organized convective lines having

higher POD and lower false-alarm ratio (FAR) than pulse

or nonorganized storms. Using a dataset from 2003 to 2004,

Brotzge et al. (2013) reached a similar conclusion in that su-

percell tornadoes were easier to warn for in terms of POD and
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lead time than those from nondiscrete storms. Furthermore,

Anderson-Frey et al. (2016) found that as MLCAPE and 0–6-km

shear increased, so did warning performance (i.e., higher POD

and lower FAR).

This work updates previous studies that have looked at

warning performance by order within the day (e.g., Brotzge

and Erickson 2009, 2010) by investigating 10 years of data

during the polygon warning era. We also assess if and how

warning performance varies by environmental characteristics

with this same dataset. Our findings show that not all supercell

tornadoes are created equal in terms of warning performance

and that some environmental characteristics may be more

useful than others in anticipating the first tornado of the day.

2. Methods

Tornadoes and associated warning data were downloaded

from the NWS verification website (NOAA/NWS 2021). This

dataset contains all tornadoes between 1 January 2008 and

31 December 2018. Then, storm mode and environmental data

were obtained from the SPC report database (Smith et al. 2012;

Thompson et al. 2012). This hand-compiled dataset includes

45 868 grid-hour severe events from all months across the

contiguous United States from 2003 to 2019. These events are

the maximum tornado rating or severe wind/hail magnitude

per hour on a 40-km grid, and all tornado reports (enhanced

Fujita scale EF0–5) are included during the entire time period.

The two datasets were merged by matching tornadoes based

on location and timing information. To be considered a match,

the reports must have occurred within 5min of each other and

within 0.038 latitude and longitude. Of the nearly 2700 torna-

does that were classified as coming from right-moving super-

cells in the SPC database, this method matched 2687 of them

with reports from theNWS verification database.Of these 2687

reports, 1477 were rated EF0, 720 were rated EF1, 302 were

rated EF2, 141 were rated EF3, 42 were rated EF4, and 5 were

rated EF5.

Once the tornadoes, associated warning statuses, and envi-

ronmental characteristics were compiled, report times were

converted to convective outlook days (from 1200 to 1159 UTC).

This conversionwas done to reduce the chance that an event was

split into two different days (based on local date), which can be

problematic in the Southeast United States, where a higher

proportion of events occur overnight (Krocak andBrooks 2018).

As such, we define the first tornado of the day as the first report

that occurred after 1200UTC in eachNWS county warning area

(CWA). We chose to stratify by CWA (instead of just assessing

the first tornado that occurred anywhere in the country on each

day) because different forecasters issuewarnings for eachCWA,

resulting in potentially more than one ‘‘first tornado warning

decision of the day’’ for any event, depending on how wide-

spread the event was. However, it is worth noting that NWS

offices in adjacent CWAs often communicate with each other.

Subsequently, ‘‘only’’ tornadoes are defined as single reports

on a convective day and in a CWA, ‘‘last’’ events are defined as

the latest report to occur on a convective day and in a CWA, and

‘‘middle’’ events are defined as reports that are not the first, last,

or only reports on a convective day and in a CWA. Note that

each report was assigned to the CWA that it occurred within,

such that storms that crossed CWAboundaries were assigned to

multiple CWAs.

Additionally, tornadoes were considered ‘‘warned’’ only if

the first segment was warned in advance. In other words, the

initial lead time must be greater than zero minutes. In this

work, we assess the proportion of warned events for all tor-

nadoes based on the order in which they occurred (first tor-

nado, only tornado, middle tornadoes, and last tornadoes of

the day), median lead time based on this order, and the pro-

portion of first tornadoes that were warned based on different

environmental characteristics.

In addition to warned/unwarned tornadoes and lead time

statistics, we also examine how FAR varies during convective

events. A tornado warning is considered a false alarm if it did

not contain any associated verifying tornado events. Based on

this and our definition of ‘‘warned’’ tornadoes, this means

that we do not analyze tornado warnings that contain nega-

tive lead time. We then separate these false alarms into three

categories: those that occurred before the first tornado of the

day, those that occurred after the last tornado of the day, and

those that occurred between the first and last tornadoes of

the day.

3. Results

a. Warning performance based on order within the day

Our results indicate that the quality of the warning is at least

partially dependent on the order of the warning within the

event timeline. Within convective days and NWS CWA

boundaries, the first tornado and the only tornado are least

likely to be warned (63% and 49% of the time, respectively).

This is contrasted by the last and middle tornadoes, which are

warned 80% and 87% of the time, respectively (Fig. 1).

We also examined the nature of false alarms during con-

vective events containing at least one tornado. Out of these

4774 false alarms, 1227 (25.7%) occurred before the first tor-

nado of the day, 856 (17.9%) occurred between the first and

last tornado, and 2691 (56.4%) occurred after the last tor-

nado. During tornadic events, false alarms are least likely

to occur in between tornadoes and most likely to occur

after tornado production has ceased. False alarms issued

after the last tornado of the day account for more than one-

half of all false alarms issued during tornadic events. We

further discuss these findings and their implications in the

last section.

The lead time for tornadoes also varies based on the order of

the event. Note that we calculate lead time only from torna-

does that were warned in advance (hence, we eliminate all

instances of zero lead time data points). First tornadoes have a

median lead time of 14min, which is similar to only tornadoes

(13min; Fig. 2). Middle tornadoes and last tornadoes have

significantly higher lead times. Last tornadoes gain 5–6min

over first and only tornadoes, with a median lead time of

19min. Middle tornadoes have an even longer median lead

time of 22min (Fig. 2). This results in an almost 70% increase

in lead time between the only tornado of the day and a tornado

that occurred in the middle of an event.
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b. Environmental characteristics associated with

first-tornado warning performance

In addition to understanding how the order of the tornado

impacts the warning quality, we investigate how warning per-

formance on the first tornado of the day differs in different

environments. For example, are the first tornadoes of the day

in ‘‘higher-end’’ environments more likely to be warned? To

do this, we assessed the warned proportion of first tornadoes

based on numerous environmental factors like different layers

of shear and storm-relative helicity (SRH), mixed-layer con-

vective available potential energy (MLCAPE) and lifted con-

densation level (MLLCL), and variables like the significant

tornado and supercell composite parameters (STP and SCP,

respectively). For each parameter, we examine how the per-

centage of the first tornadoes that are warned varies in differ-

ent bins across the parameter space.

We find that kinematic variables, particularly in lower

layers, perform ‘‘the best’’; as the variable magnitude in-

creases, so does the percentage of warned first tornadoes.

Figure 3 shows this percentage across different bins of 0–1-km

shear and SRH (calculated assuming Bunkers-right storm

motion; Bunkers et al. 2000). In general, as either of these

parameters increase, so does the percentage of warned first

tornadoes. The trend is clearest for 0–1-km shear; however, this

is magnified by the one event that was warned in an environ-

ment with immense 0–1-km shear (70–80m s21). Most of the

data fall within the 0–50m s21 range of 0–1-km shear values,

which show a clear positive trend in the percentage of warned

first tornadoes. The percentage of warned first tornadoes

over a common range of 0–70 kt 0–6-km shear follows a similar

trend (Fig. 3).

On the other hand, thermodynamic variables like MLCAPE

and MLLCL (Fig. 4) do not show the same trend. Rather, as

MLCAPE andMLLCL increase, the percentage of warned first

tornadoes changes very little. This suggests that thermodynamic

variables offer almost no guidance on warning the first tornado

of the day than kinematic variables.

Composite parameters like the SCP and STP were formu-

lated to combine the individual influences of kinematic and

thermodynamic parameters on tornado potential (Thompson

et al. 2003). As such, we hypothesized that these parameters

would perform the best in terms of the percentage of warned

first tornadoes. Figure 5 shows this percentage across the SCP

and STP parameter spaces and in some ways is similar to the

kinematic variables shown in Fig. 3. As SCP increases over a

range of more commonly observed values (e.g., 0–10), the

percentage of warned first tornadoes increases (Fig. 5a). As

SCP increases from 10 to 301, the percentage of warned first

tornadoes plateaus and does not show a clear trend. The STP

plot (Fig. 5b) shows a similar relationship, with the percentage

of warned first tornadoes increasing as STP increases from 0 to

around 2. A trend in the percentage of warned first tornadoes is

not clear as STP increases from around 2 to 12.

In all, Figs. 3–5 suggest that the addition of thermodynamic

information in the SCP and STP composite parameters does

not provide any additional skill in helping forecasters antici-

pate the first tornado of the day. In other words, it would be

better and simpler for forecasters to simply use kinematic

variables like 0–1-km shear. However, this obviously does not

discount the advantages of using composite parameters to

predict the potential for an environment to support supercell

and tornado formation (as they were designed to do).

4. Discussion and conclusions

Our results show that first tornadoes and only tornadoes of

the day are successfully warned less often and with less lead

time than tornadoes that occur in the middle or at the end of an

event. There are a number of reasons that could explain this

difference in warning performance. One reason is that fore-

casters may be unsure whether atmospheric conditions are

currently conducive for tornadogenesis. This is consistent with

our finding that only 25.7% of false alarms issued during tor-

nadic events occurred prior to the first tornado of the day.

FIG. 2. Median lead time of tornadoes that were warned in advance

as based on the order of the day in which they occurred.

FIG. 1. The percentage of warned tornadoes as based on the order

of the day in which they occurred.
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After a tornado occurs, forecasters are likely more confident

that the environment is supportive of tornadogenesis, and it

may be easier to make the decision to continue warning that

storm or to warn on an additional storm in the same area.

In other words, the threshold to issue a warning likely de-

creases after the initial tornado occurs (e.g., Andra et al.

2002). Similarly, singular tornadoes may occur in more

marginal environments, which can make the warning deci-

sion more difficult.

The fact that the minimum in FAR occurs ‘‘during’’ tornado

production likely results from the time scale of typical tornado

warnings relative to time scales of supercell and tornado evo-

lution. Tornado warning durations have generally decreased

from around 45 to 35min in the last 30 years (Brooks and

Correia 2018). Cycling mesocyclones can exhibit shorter life-

times than this (e.g., Dowell and Bluestein 2002a,b; Beck et al.

2006; French et al. 2008). As a result, multiple mesocyclone

and/or tornado cycles may occur within the same tornado

warning, likely reducing FAR during that period of the su-

percell’s life cycle.

A lowering warning threshold throughout the convective

day is also consistent with our finding that over one-half of all

false alarms issued during tornadic events occur after the de-

mise of the last tornado. This is likely due to real-time fore-

casters not wanting to ‘‘miss’’ a tornado on a storm that has a

history of producing tornadoes. This also may be influenced by

our relative lack of understanding of processes influencing

supercellular tornado decay, at least with respect to their

genesis counterparts, as well as how changing environmental

conditions may become less supportive of tornado production.

Future study of tornado decay will yieldmore insight into these

processes and how they may be better anticipated in real time.

It is interesting that the warning skill of the first tornadoes

of the day increases across kinematic parameter spaces but

not thermodynamic ones. It even appears that the addition

of thermodynamic information in composite parameters like

STP and SCP actually reduces the positive relationship be-

tween increasing kinematic parameters (like shear and SRH)

and the percentage of warned first tornadoes (e.g., cf. Figs. 3

and 5). This is consistent with some recent modeling studies

that suggest that tornado production may be more sensitive to

the wind profile than the thermodynamic profile (e.g., Coffer

and Parker 2018; Flournoy et al. 2020). Our findings comple-

ment these studies and show how further understanding of the

FIG. 3. The ratio of first tornadoes that were warned as based on corresponding kinematic environmental characteristics: (a) 0–1-km

shear, (b) 0–6-km shear, and (c) 0–1-km SRH. The number of storms in each bin is reported above the bar.

FIG. 4. The ratio of first tornadoes that were warned as based on corresponding thermodynamic environmental

characteristics: (a) MLCAPE and (b) MLLCL. The number of storms in each bin is reported above the bar.
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physical processes influencing tornado potential can continue

to better inform operational forecasters.

Future forecasting systems should consider this warning

challenge when developing intermediate products. In the cur-

rent system, convective weather watches serve as one of these

intermediate products that provide additional context for

forecasters. Previous work has shown the value of these

products in the form of forecaster readiness (Hales 1989),

and ongoing work suggests additional value in terms of

warning performance. Tornado warnings that occur in

higher-end watches (e.g., tornado watches and ‘‘Particularly

Dangerous Situation’’ tornado watches) tend to have higher

POD and lower FAR (Krocak and Brooks 2021). These

studies show the value of these intermediary products in the

form of better-performing downstream products, although

it is important to note that other factors (like differing en-

vironments) also play a role in the increase in warning

performance.

Future work in this area will focus not just on the order of the

warning by day and by CWA, but also the order of the tornado

or warning by individual storm. This will reveal whether the

relationships between tornadoes and warning performance

found here exist on a storm-by-storm basis. Given our finding

that warning performance on the first tornado of the day is

related to the background environment, we expect that similar

relationships will exist on the storm-scale. Furthermore, con-

tinued work should identify how intermediary products not

only prime the forecaster to issue the warning, but also how

these products can helpmembers of the public prepare tomake

actionable decisions downstream. Although we know that the

protective action decision making process is complicated (e.g.,

Lindell and Perry 2012), questions remain about what role

intermediary products (like outlooks and watches) play in

beginning the process prior to the warning. If people can pre-

pare important items or inform friends and family prior to the

warning stage, decisions made in that stage may be more in-

formed and immediately actionable. Given the condensed

decision making timeframe for tornadoes, this prewarning

process is vitally important.
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